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Summary. Pressure generation in absorbing liquids irradiated with nanosecond laser pulses is
mainly due to thermoacoustic and evaporation mechanisms provided the laser intensity is not
too high. Despite many years of investigations there are some unresolved problems which
concern to surface and bulk (explosive) evaporations regimes as well as non-equilibrium
superheated liquid behavior in near-critical region. In the present paper pressure behavior in
water irradiated with nanosecond laser pulses in the cases of 1 m and 10 m absorption
length is investigated in the framework of one-dimensional continual approach. It is shown, in
particular, how external atmospheric pressure can modify the generated vaporization pressure
signals compared with the vacuum case.
1 INTRODUCTION
Laser action on absorbing liquids is investigated for many decades (see e.g., [1-13] and
references therein). However, some important aspects of the problem remain unclear. This
relates, in particular, to the surface and bulk (explosive) vaporization regimes as well as nonequilibrium superheated liquid behavior in near-critical region. In [12, 13] applicability limits
of the surface evaporation model were determined in the case of water irradiated nanosecond
laser pulses with wavelength corresponding to 1 m and 10 m absorption length. It was
mentioned also that the experimental behavior of vaporization pressure comparable in
amplitude with thermoacoustic pressure signals [1, 8, 12] differs significantly from the
theoretical case where no external atmospheric pressure is taken into account.
In the present paper vaporization pressure signals are calculated taking into account
phenomenologically external atmospheric pressure effect which prevents intense vaporization
if saturation pressure PS is lower than atmospheric pressure Pext. In sec. 2 and 3 formulation of
the problem and discussion of the obtain results are given. Concluding remarks are given in
the fine section 4.
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2 FORMULATION OF THE PRESSURE GENERATION PROBLEM
Generation of acoustic perturbations in irradiated absorbing liquids is usually described
with the help of the following equations [12, 13]
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where ρ – density, u – velocity, P – pressure, T – temperature, CP – heat capacity at constant
pressure,æ – heat conduction coefficient, Q – absorbed density heat power, – absorption
coefficient. The laser pulse intensity is approximated with the expression
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where Im – maximum value of absorbed laser intensity, t – FWHM of laser pulse. For this
form I(t) one has the relations E = Imt1.03 = (∂I/∂t)maxt20.7.
From equations (1-4) in linear approximation it follows [3]
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where  – thermal expansion coefficient while P1 and Pta denote surface evaporation and
thermoacoustic pressure signals. In equation it is also supposed that at z = z1 the temperature
gradient is zero and the generated acoustic wavelength is longer than the absorption and heat
diffusion lengths [3].
Vaporization process is determined by the following boundary conditions
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where PS – saturated pressure, L – latent heat of evaporation, v – vaporization front velocity,
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TB – boiling temperature for pressure Pext = PB. Accommodation coefficient is equal to unity
[14-15]. Effect of atmospheric pressure is taken into account phenomenologically with the
help of factor h(T) and substruction Pext in equations (8-9) which tend to vacuum vaporization
case with Mach number M = 1 [7] at sufficiently large values of PS compared with Pext. The
factor h(T) changes from zero at T1 = Tb to unity at T1 – Tb>>ΔT and h(ΔT) = 0.9.
Applicability limits of the considered model are determined by the condition that the
subsurface temperature maximum does not succeed the superheating limit temperature
Tlim = 0.9 TC. These limits were investigated in ref. [12-13] for different laser action regime
and it was shown that nonlinear effect due to density variation with temperature is not very
important in this case. At the present paper the same calculation procedure is used as in ref.
[12-13] with the same initial temperature T0 = 20˚C. In metallic liquid (Hg) with high values
of α the laser energy absorption was considered as a surface effect and absorbed laser
intensity was inserted in boundary condition with simultaneous putting Q = 0 in equation (4).
Numerical values of some parameters used in calculation are shown in table 1 where
temperature dependence parameters are taken at T = 20˚C.
Symbol,
dimension

H2O

Hg

FWHM of laser pulse

t, ns

200,
300

35

Absorption coefficient

α, cm-1

1.2·104,
1.15·103

>105

Liquid density

, g/cm3

1.0

13.5

CP, J/(g·K)

4.18

0.137

Latent heat

L, J/g

2260

282

Boiling temperature

TB, ˚C

100

357

Critical temperature

TC, ˚C

374

1480

Threshold temperature interval

ΔT, ˚C

40

70

A

12.7

Name

Heat capacity at constant pressure

Exponentialcoefficient

2

11.6
-2

Thermal conduction coefficient

χ, cm /s

0.16·10

Thermal expansion coefficient

β, K-1

3.7·10-4

5.8·10-2
1.8·10-4

Table 1.
3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Due to lack of sufficient information on absolute pressure values in experiments [8, 12]
only the cases where the thermoacoustic and vaporization signals are comparable in
magnitudes is considered here. Effect of external pressure Pext on these signals behavior is
shown on fig.1 for the cases of E = 0.04 J/cm2, α = 1.2·104 cm-1 (a) and E = 0.33 J/cm2,
α = 1.15·103 cm-1 (b) together with partial amplitude pressure dependence on laser fluence
(c,d). It is clear from fig.1 that the threshold effect gives rise to some delay and shortening of
pressure signals as compared with vacuum vaporization case.
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Fig.1. Preessure behavioor (a,b) of theermoacoustic signal
s
(curve 1), vaporizatiion signal in aatmosphere (2), vacuum
vaporizattion signal (2')), total (1+2) pressure
p
signaal (3) and totaal (1+2') pressure signal (3')), is given by doted line
corresponndence to norm
malised laser intensity for α = 1.2·104 cm
m-1, E = 0.04J/cm2 (a) and ffor α = 1.15·103 cm-1, E
2
= 0.33 J/ccm (b). Partiial amplitude dependence on
o E for therm
moacoustic siggnal (curve 4)), vaporization
n signal in
atmospheere (5), vacuum
m vaporization signal (6) forα
f
= 1.2·104 cm-1 (c) and for
f α = 1.15·1103 cm-1 (d).

Therrmoacousticcal and vapporization pressure sign
nals calculaated at absoorbed laserr fluence
2
E = 37 mJ/cm
m
for laser pulsee width 2000 ns are sho
own of fig.22b. The totaal pressure behavior
b
qualitatiively resem
mbles the experimenta
e
al curves in fig.2a, 2c
2 in contrrast to the vacuum
vaporizaation case shown in [12,
[
13] whhere calculaated vaporiization signnals is conssiderably
wider thhan experim
mental. Evoolution of pressure
p
sig
gnals at E = 38 mJ/cm
m2 in fig.2d
d also is
qualitatiive accordaance with exxperimental curves in fig.2c.
fi
Expeerimental prressure currves from [8] are show
wn in fig.3aa, 3c togethher with caalculated
pressuree curves figg.3b, 3d for the cases where
w
vaporiization peakk pressure is slightly lo
ower and
higher than
t
thermooacoustic pressure
p
peaak. The qu
ualitative differences bbetween exp
periment
and theory in fig.33 are mainlyy the same as in fig.2:: calculatedd pressure ppeaks are wider
w
and
delayedd compared with experiiment. Dim
minishing off threshold region
r
T leeads to dim
minishing
of the delay
d
(gap)) between thermoacou
t
ustic and vaporization signals, buut the vapo
orization
signal width
w
remainns almost thhe same andd somewhatt wider the in
i experimeent.
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Fig.2. Experimental (a,c) and theoretical (b,d) pressure curves for α = 1.2·104 cm-1 in the case where
thermoacoustic and vaporization peaks are comparable. E = 37 mJ/cm2 (b) and E = 38 mJ/cm2 (d). In (b,d): solid
line – total pressure signal, doted – laser pulse intensity, dashed – thermoacoustic signal, dash-doted –
vaporization signal in atmosphere.

In the case of absorption length α = 1.15·103 cm-1 experimental and theoretical pressure
curves (fig.4b) are rather different. It should be mentioned that in the considered model case
vaporization peak does not exceed the thermoacoustic one so that the experimental regime
fig.4a [1] is probably out of the applicability limit of the surface evaporation model
determined by achievement of superheating limit temperature Tlim = 309˚C in the subsurface
region. This condition leads to limiting value of E = 0.85 J/cm2 with corresponding surface
and maximum temperature values T1 = 140˚C and Tm = 305˚C, respectively. Discussion on the
explosive boiling regime (see e.g., [5,9-11] and references therein) is out the scope of the
present paper.
During laser ablation of metallic liquids the surface temperature T1 differs but slightly from
the subsurface temperature maximum Tm because of higher values of absorption and heat
conduction coefficients than in dielectric liquids. In this case thermoacoustic signal in linear
approximation is proportional to T1/t and not to I/t from equation (5). Dependence of
vaporization recoil pressure P1(T1) in metallic and dielectric liquids is the same for
corresponding thermophysical parameters.
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Fig.3. Exxperimental (a,c)
(
and theeoretical (b,d)) pressure cu
urves for α = 1.2·104 cm
m-1 in the caase where
2
thermoaccoustic and vap
aporization peaaks are compaarable. E = 35
5 mJ/cm (b) and
a E = 36 mJJ/cm2 (d). In (b,d): solid
line – tootal pressure signal, dotedd – laser pulse intensity, dashed – thhermoacousticc signal, dash
h-doted –
vaporizattion signal in atmosphere.
a

Irraddiation of liquid Hg wiith 35ns lasser pulse giives rise to total pressuure recoil shown
s
in
fig.5a for
fo three casses with maaximum values of T1= 354, 429 annd 500˚C exxceeding off normal
boiling point temperature TB = 357˚C annd correspon
nding to abbsorption laaser fluence E = 30,
2
36 and 42 mJ/cm , respectiveely. Curve 1 correspond
ds to the thhermoacousttic signal att E = 30
mJ/cm2 with no vaaporization. At higher fluences
f
vap
porization peak
p
appearrs which is closer
c
to
thermoaacoustic peaak than in dielectric
d
case as it is cllear fromcoomparison oof fig.5a witth fig.1a,
fig.2b,22d, fig.3b,3dd. Fig.5b as well as fig.1c shows th
hat at somee values of E vaporizatiion peak
PV exceeeds thermooacoustic onne PA in conntrast to the case of fig.1d where PV is alwayss greater
thenPA in
i the appliccability lim
mits of the suurface evapo
oration moddel.
Thuss, the theorretical recoil pressure pulse form
ms in the case
c
of irraadiated mettal is an
agreemeent with exxperimental curves obttained in [4
4] for the intensity whhere PV and
d PA are
comparaable with eaach other.
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Fig.4. Exxperimental laaser intensity and
a pressure curves (a), th
heoretical curvves for α = 1.15·103 cm-1 (b).
( In (b):
solid linee – total presssure signal, doted
d
– laser pulse intensitty, dashed – thermoacousttic signal, dassh-doted –
vaporizattion signal in atmosphere.
a

Fig.5. Thheoretical (totaal) pressure cuurves in irradiated Hg (a) for
f E = 30 mJJ/cm2 (1), E = 36 mJ/cm2 (2
2), E = 42
2
mJ/cm (3)
( and partiall amplitude dependence
d
onn E for therm
moacoustic signnal (curve 4),, vaporization
n signal in
atmospheere (5), vacuum
m vaporization signal (6).

4 CON
NCLUDIN
NG REMAR
RKS
From
m the presennted calculattion it follows that the surface evaaporation m
model of nan
nosecond
laser ablation of dieelectric liquuids needs fuurther invesstigations beecause of siggnificant diffferences
betweenn available experimental
e
l and theoretical data. The
T discrepaancy is probaably due to variation
v
of laser intensity accross the irraadiation spoot and to thee phenomenoological appproach in thee present
mospheric pressure
p
effe
fect. Role off atmospherric pressure can be investigated
considerration of atm
experim
mentally by means
m
of thee external preessure dimin
nishing.
In ref. [8] it wass mentioned that experim
mentally ob
bserved stronngly nonmonotonous modulated
m
pressuree amplitude behavior
b
indduced by lasser amplitud
de modulatioon is not proobably an acccordance
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with the surface evaporation model. This question has no explicit answer up to now. Possible role
of surface vaporization front instabilities [7] is also unclear in nanosecond laser ablation regime
similar to those used in [1, 8].
Further experimental and theoretical investigations are also needed for recoil pressure behavior
when the explosive boiling process begins. Such investigations can give new information on
metastable and unstable liquid behavior in near-critical region.
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